
Priority

(1, 2 or 3)

Due Date Project Description / Status (replace text with your information)

EBAY MARKETPLACE

Buyer Definition  - Who are your target buyers? Young or old? Male or female? What's their personality like?

Brand Audit

 - Print out and put on table; put screenshots into PowerPoint slides for remote people

 - Get a customer, a seller you respect, a co-worker or friend to review with you

 - Ask questions: What's your brand promise? Is your brand consistent across everything? 

Brand Checklist  - This! Fill it out, prioritize based on time, importance, and budget then assign dates

Key Messages / Brand Promise

 - 3 statements including: What do you sell? Benefits to buyers? Why buy from me? Incorporate the voice and tone of your 

brand

 - Avoid marketing-speak. Remember people are glancers, keep it concise

Name  - Make it easy to say, spell, and remember. Unique and relevant to what  you're selling.

Brand Personality

 - What will connect with your audience? Do you want to be hip, smart, funny, professional, business-like, friendly, an expert, 

passionate…or something else?

Tagline  - A memorable phrase that sums up the tone and premise of your brand in the mind of your target audience.

Logo

 - It can be: an image, picture, graphic mark, or just your business name with a particular font treatment. You want it to be 

professional, unique, recognizable, and stand out.

Color Palette

 - Look at the associations with different colors and determine what's right for your audience. Be consistent throughout all of 

your touchpoints.

Storefront  - This is your website. Make it inviting, appealing to shoppers to come inside and look around.

Custom Store Pages  - Make sure these incorporate the appropriate elements of your brand.

Listing Template

 - Looking professional and credible increases likelihood that a buyer will purchase from you. Include what they NEED to see 

to make the purchase but ask yourself "so what?" about each element to eliminate more than they need. 

Policies  - Make sure your policies don't lose the sale. No matter what they need to be, communicate them in a positive way.

About Me

 - Use it. Promote your business and build trust. Why should someone buy from you? Incorporate what your business does, 

passion, testimonials, recognition your business may have received and a sense of the selling experience.

Newsletter  - Building a newsletter list and regularly communicating is a good way to sell more.

Shipping Label  - Even your shipping label is a touchpoint to customers.

Packing Slip  - Another touchpoint for customers.

Package Insert

 - Include a flyer or card that thanks the buyer, incorporates your branding, asks them to buy again and asks them to refer 

you to others.

Feedback Profile  - All your comments for others are included in here so keep that in mind as you provide feedback to others.

eBay Guides  - A great place for visibility.

eBay Reviews  - Another great way to get visibility.

SOCIAL MEDIA

Facebook  - Your Facebook page should be consistent with your brand in look and feel along with messaging.

Twitter  - Use your Twitter profile page to let people know what your eBay business does.

Pinterest  - Whether it's your profile or the content of your boards, incorporate consistent branding as is appropriate.

YouTube  - Incorporate appropriate branding elements so the look and feel is the same across all your touchpoints.

Blog  - Consistent with your brand.

OTHER PROMOTION

Website  - Once again, make sure your website is consistent in look, feel, and messaging.

Business Cards  - A tagline can be especially important on a business card to help people remember what your business does.
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